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NS by Noof bejeweled clutches and handbags.

www.nsbynoof.com



OUR STORY
NS by Noof features exquisite, artisan clutches, minaudières and bags 
that reflect the perfection of geometrical designs in architecture and 
the life-enhancing properties in natural gemstones. The couture designs 
are available in an array of dazzling, complex designs and a vibrant color 
palette. Each piece is crowned with an exceptional gemstone which 

boosts energy and augments wellbeing.



PROCESS

Each collection is a celebration of the 
earth’s kaleidoscopic splendor of healing 
gemstones that reflect the balanced 
energy of our planet within, combined 
with the mystical philosophies of sacred 
architecture that reflect the unifying 
harmony of our universe without. Each 
meticulously hand-crafted piece is 
conceived as a sculpture and constructed 
as a wearable piece of art. Their job is to 
create a new couture silhouette that 
combines the artistry of the East with the 
mastery of the West - vintage excellence 

with modern expertise. 

All materials used to maufacture each 
piece is genuine luxurious material. All 

Brass and leather items are lined with 
genuine leather and each piece has a 
gold plated semiprecious stone. All exotic 
skins used are best quality and certified 

CITIES. 

Formed with superior quality materials 
of exotic alligator, lambskin and Italian 
leathers, and encased in 18k gold and 
platinum plated solid brass frames by 
skilled Levantine goldsmiths, lending 
each piece a rich, polished and smooth 
finish. Clutches are embellished with a 
bezel-mounted clasp closure made of 
semiprecious gemstones and feature 
hideaway gold and platinum plated 

chain-link shoulder straps.



HOW DO I
TAKE CARE OF MY BAG?

Please be gentle with your bag and store it inside its pouch. Keep your 
bag dry and avoid contact with damp or wet surfaces. Limit the exposure 
to direct heat or sunlight. For cleaning and polishing, wipe with the dust 
glove provided. Do not use any liquid or chemical cleaners on your bag. 
Avoid any contact with perfumes or creams. Over time, chain hooks 
may loosen owing to the weight of the luxurious bags. This can easily be 

repaired by any goldsmith.



REPAIRS

For all repairs we require that the bag is 
sent to us. We will provide an estimate 
of any associated cost within 3 weeks of 

receiving the product. 

Any unapproved estimates will be sent 
back to the customer. All approved or 
no cost repairs will be returned to the 
customer within a period of 3 months, 
depending on the extent of damage. 
Merchandise can only be repaired if a 
manufacturing defect occurs within six 

months of purchase. 

Natural wear and tear is not fixable. We 
can replace the stones but we do not 

guarantee the same stone as each stone 
is unique.

These terms and conditions only apply 
to items purchased at www.nsbynoof.

com.

Any Noof product purchased from other 
resellers must be returned to the place 
of purchase in accordance with that 

retailer’s policy.

Accessories like chains, tassels, and 
stones can be replaced the same shape 
is not guaranteed but will be the most 
suitable for the piece, charges may apply.



Website: www.nsbynoof.com

info@nsbynoof.com

+973 3674 6664

Instagram: @nsbynoof

Facebook: NS by Noof

Twitter: @nsbynoof

info@nsbynoof.com

CONTACT US

For Customer Service Inquiries 
please email:


